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Abstract—Cross-technology interference in the ISM band is
a prevalent and challenging problem. Prior work has proposed
to use busytone signaler that can protect Zigbee transmissions
from WiFi interference, but only in a single-hop setting. In this
work, we propose Queue-size based Busy Tone (QBT) scheme that
uses novel multihop busytone scheduling and priority path selection
algorithms to protect multihop Zigbee network under heavy WiFi
traffic. We adopt the busytone idea from prior work, but extend it
to multihop networks where data is collected from and forwarded
by a number of low-power nodes. We implement QBT on a low-
power embedded platform, and evaluate through experimental
measurements on a real multihop LLN testbed consisting of 30
low-power embedded nodes and one gateway with two radios, the
sink and the signaler, respectively. We show that QBT improves
the performance of Zigbee network under WiFi interference
dramatically in terms of both reliability (up to 66.4%) and energy
efficiency (up to 24.4%). We also report our findings on adjacent-
channel interference among Zigbee channels, and investigate the
effect of busytone on WiFi traffic as well.

Index Terms—Low-power lossy network, IEEE 802.15.4, WiFi,
Cross-technology interference, Coexistence, Busytone

I. INTRODUCTION

Many existing and emerging wireless technologies share the

ISM band, and it is becoming more crowded with explosive

increase in the number of devices. This trend is expected to

grow with the development of the Internet of Things (IoT).

Each network has its own protocols to share the spectrum in a

graceful manner, but only among devices in the same network.

In an environment where multiple networks with distinct tech-

nologies coexist, a network may suffer significant interference

from another network owing to disparate transmit power and

respective protocol behavior. Thus, cross-technology interfer-

ence (CTI) in the ISM band is a prevalent and challenging

problem that the research community is actively investigating

on. Coexistence of Zigbee and WiFi is one of those cases

where Zigbee is the victim1 (Fig. 1) [1–3]. To address this
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& Evaluation (IITP) grant funded by the Korea government(MSIT) (No. 2018-
11-1864, Scalable Spectrum Sharing for Beyond 5G Communication), and
also in part by the Basic Science Research Program through the National
Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Education
(NRF-2017R1D1A1B03031348).

1In this paper, we use the term ‘Zigbee’ for IEEE 802.15.4 compatible
radios and ‘WiFi’ for IEEE 802.11 compatible radios in general.

Fig. 1. Illustration of CTI from WiFi to multihop Zigbee network.

problem, prior work has proposed to use a busytone signaler

that can protect Zigbee transmissions, but only in a single-hop

network [4, 5].

In this work, we propose Queue-size based Busy Tone
(QBT) scheme that adopts the busytone idea from prior work,

but extends it to low-power and lossy ‘multihop’ wireless net-

works (LLN) where packets are collected from and forwarded

by a number of low-power nodes beyond 1-hop transmission

range of each device. This is challenging since the signaler

is unable to overhear or sense the channel state of the whole

network. Instead, in QBT , packet queue sizes of each Zigbee

node is reported to the sink opportunistically, and the sink

uses novel multihop busytone scheduling and priority path
selection algorithms to schedule the timing and length of the

busytones as well as the priority of each path in order to

efficiently flush the packets in the network under the protection

of busytone. It does this while respecting the number of addi-

tional transmissions for relaying over multihop such that the

intermediate packet queues within the paths do not overflow

due to forwarding packets. Through these two mechanisms,

multihop low-power Zigbee network transmissions can be

protected under heavy WiFi interference.

We implement QBT on a low-power embedded platform,

and evaluate through experimental measurements on a real

multihop LLN testbed consisting of 30 low-power nodes and

one gateway with two radios, the sink and the signaler,

respectively. We show that QBT improves the performance

of Zigbee network under WiFi interference dramatically in

terms of both reliability and energy efficiency: up to 66.4% and

24.4% improvement in packet reception ratio (PRR) and duty-

cycle performance. In addition, we report our findings on the

adjacent-channel interference among Zigbee channels, as well

as the implication of CCA noise floor estimation of WiFi, two
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critical factors that the efficacy of busytone approach hinges

on. Furthermore, since over-protecting Zigbee traffic may hurt

the performance of WiFi without much gains on the Zigbee

side, we also investigate the effect of busytone on WiFi.

The contributions of this work are threefold:

• Design of QBT , a lightweight and adaptive mechanism

which protects Zigbee network against WiFi interference in

‘multihop’ LLNs.

• Prototype implementation of QBT on real embedded de-

vices, and performance evaluation on a real 31-node testbed.

• Findings on the adjacent-channel interference among Zigbee

channels, implication of CCA noise floor estimation of

WiFi, and the effect of busytone on WiFi’s performance.

This paper is organized as follows: We discuss the related

work in Section II, and describe our problem and motivation

in Section III. In Section IV we present the design of our

proposed QBT scheme, and elaborate on its main functional

blocks and algorithms. We then present the evaluation results

in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Cross-technology coexistence has long been a problem. For

example, many studies [1–3] have shown that Zigbee nodes

suffer from WiFi interference which leads to severe packet

losses. To devise a proper strategy in addressing this problem,

SoNIC [6] and HEIR [7] attempted to identify the source of

interference in view of the sensor networks by classifying CTI

(e.g., WiFi, Bluetooth and microwave oven) based on RSSI

and hidden repeat patterns respectively.

Simplest approach to overcome WiFi interference is to

move the communication channel to a channel not over-

lapped with that of WiFi. Pollin [8] used Nash Q-learning

method to find interference-free channel, and Musaloiu-E and

Terzis [9] proposed a distributed channel selection mecha-

nism with periodic RSSI samples. However, nowadays it is

almost impossible to find a channel where there is no active

WiFi AP. Instead, Mohammad et al. [10] adopted channel

hopping solution to maximize spatial and channel diversity.

The IEEE 802.15.4-2015 [11] standardized the time-slotted

channel hopping (TSCH) protocol with an aim of making

low-power communication to be resilient from narrow-band

interference and multipath fading [12, 13].

There are several pieces of work that considers solutions

other than channel switching or hopping. Based on the bursti-

ness characteristic of WiFi traffic, WISE [14] uses the white

spaces between WiFi traffic. However, Zigbee packets need to

be fragmented to fit in the white space, which incurs additional

overhead and waiting times. BuzzBuzz [15] distinguished

symmetric interference from asymmetric interference. With

symmetric interference, since the header of a packet is the only

part corrupted, it adds redundant header in front of the packet.

With asymmetric interference, since any part of a packet could

be damaged, it uses fixed forward-error-correction coding to

recover corrupted packets. ZIMO [16] used multi antenna

device to cancel WiFi signals with the technique used in

MIMO systems.

Prior work that are most closely relevant to ours are

the cooperative busytone (CBT) [4] and cooperative carrier

signaling (CCS) [5] by Zhang and Shin. Although the idea

of using busytone is similar, the signaler is scheduled by

overhearing the control messages exchanged among the sink

and client nodes. Since overhearing the whole network is

not possible in multihop networks, the scheme targets, and is

only valid for, single-hop networks. Furthermore, there is no

scheduling of packets in consideration for multihop forwarding

traffic that may result in queue overflows. Similar to CSS,

WiCop [17] uses DSSS-nulling technique which has same

effect as busytone. In addition, fake PHY header and fake

RTS are used as PHY and MAC layer strategies to defer WiFi

transmission. However, multihop scenario is not considered.

Having a high-power signaler that can cover and protect a

multihop LLN can be regarded as an asymmetric transmis-

sion power (ATP) architecture. It is becoming popular with

indoor LLN applications where abundant electrical outlets are

available [18–20], and also possible for smart grid applications

such as AMI where power is a given [21]. Furthermore, the

latest LLN protocols, such as Thread [22] and BLEmesh [23],

have been developed under the assumption that LLN routers

are plugged in. These wall-powered LLN routers can make use

of higher transmission power to create an ATP-based network.

However, our QBT scheme is different from aforementioned

ATP-based LLNs in that QBT uses high-power signal not for

data communication but only for busytones to protect the LLN

under WiFi interference, if needed. Unlike ATP-based LLN

where having ‘all’ nodes under the coverage of the high-power

sink is a strict requirement, QBT approach is opportunistic

in that, having a few nodes fall outside the coverage of the

signaler is not a problem.

Finally, in multihop wireless networks, packet queue sizes

are often an indication of congestion or interference. For this

reason, several prior work has used queue information to

achieve congestion control or load balancing. For example in

Q-CSMA/CA [24], a queue length based CSMA/CA protocol

was proposed to solve contention problem in IEEE 802.11

networks. In QU-RPL [25, 26], authors use queue length

information in objective function of RPL. In our work, we use

queue size information as a means of interference notification

to sink node.

III. PROBLEM, MOTIVATION, AND BACKGROUND

In this section, we motivate our work by describing the CTI

problem between WiFi and Zigbee that we are addressing, and

elaborate on some technical backgrounds.

A. WiFi interference on Zigbee networks

Zigbee networks are prone to packet losses due to CTI from

WiFi networks even though both adopt CSMA/CA protocol to

avoid collisions. There are two main reasons for this;

Asymmetric transmit power: Default transmit power of WiFi

is 20 dBm, which is much higher than that of Zigbee (0 dBm).

There exists a “gray region” where Zigbee can hear WiFi, but

not vice versa. Even if a Zigbee device occupies the channel,
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Fig. 2. Frequency channels of WiFi and Zigbee in the 2.4 GHz ISM band

a WiFi device may considers it vacant (CCA success) and

start transmission when its backoff timer expires, resulting in

Zigbee transmission corrupted by WiFi transmission.

Disparity in timing: Even when the distance between a

Zigbee node and a WiFi node is close enough to hear each

others transmissions, CTI from a WiFi transmission to Zigbee

could still exist. When a Zigbee node wins the channel after

CCA, it prepares for transmission by switching the antenna

mode from RX to TX. The switching time is 192 μs. For

WiFi, slot time is only 9 μs (802.11a/g/n/ac) and it takes

4 μs for CCA and 72 μs for a backoff on average (with

the default backoff window size). This means that, within the

RX-TX switching time of Zigbee, a WiFi node could start its

transmission after finishing all the preparation including CCA,

backoff and antenna switching. Same could also happen while

Zigbee is waiting for an ACK. Thus, WiFi transmission can

corrupt Zigbee packet due to disparity in timing even with

symmetric transmit power.

B. Signaler & Busytone

To protect Zigbee traffic from WiFi networks, using a

busytone signaler is an effective way to overcome two types

of interference mentioned above [4, 5]. Signaler is a Zigbee-

compatible radio with higher transmit power (∼20 dBm) and

continuous wave (CW) capability. Since a signaler transmits

radio signal with almost the same power as WiFi, asymmetric

interference can be eliminated. Furthermore, it can transmit

continuous signal that lasts longer than 127 bytes, the max-

imum packet size of IEEE 802.15.4, so that it can protect

multiple packet transmissions. The purpose of the signaler

transmission is to notify that Zigbee channel is busy, and thus

the signal transmitted by a signaler is called busytone.

By transmitting high power busytone concurrent to a Zig-

bee transmission (+ ACK), asymmetric interference could be

avoided. However, the actual Zigbee transmission should not

be affected by busytone. To resolve this issue, since one WiFi

channel with bandwidth of 20 MHz (not considering channel

bonding in 802.11n/ac) covers four Zigbee 5 MHz channels

as shown in Fig. 2, busytones are transmitted over one of the

other three channels different from the Zigbee data channel.

This allows the busytone to occupy the WiFi channel (to defer

WiFi traffic) without interfering the Zigbee data channel. For

example, when Zigbee devices use IEEE 802.15.4 channel

16 and a WiFi network uses IEEE 802.11 channel 6 that is

overlapped with Zigbee channel from 16 to 19, channel 17, 18

and 19 can be used for the signaler. This is a key characteristics

of WiFi and Zigbee channels that enables the use of busytone,

and we investigate its viability in Section IV-G.

To minimize unnecessary channel occupancy of the signaler,

busytone should be transmitted only when a Zigbee node

transmits packets. For that purpose, the sink and a node

can exchange RTS/CTS-like scheduling messages before data

transmission [4, 5]. When a sink receives a RTS message

from a Zigbee node, it informs the signaler that it needs to

transmit busytone. Since busytone is scheduled from the time

right after receiving notification from the sink till the end of

the data transmission including ACK reception, RX/TX mode

switching time and ACK waiting time of a Zigbee station

could be protected by busytone, resulting in elimination of

symmetric interference.

However, when we adopt the busytone signaler to multihop

topology, control messages need to be exchanged over more

than 2 hops. Therefore, estimating the start (and ending)

time of data transmission precisely becomes challenging. Not

knowing when Zigbee nodes would transmit data, transmitting

busytones all the time on the signaling channel guarantees the

best performance for Zigbee networks, but no other commu-

nication on the corresponding channel can survive. Therefore,

proper scheduling of busytone is essential to get maximum

utilization of the channel, which motivates our work. QBT is

designed specifically to address this challenge (Section IV),

and we also investigate the effect of busytone on the trade-off

between prioritizing Zigbee and WiFi traffic (Section V-B).

C. Burst transmission

Radio duty-cycling is a critical component on battery-

powered Zigbee nodes for their energy efficient operation. In

this work, we base our design on top of asynchronous radio

duty-cycling MAC protocol (e.g., ContikiMAC) that uses low-

power listening (LPL) technique [27, 28]. However, our work

can also work on top of other synchronous radio duty-cycling

MAC protocol as well.

With radio duty-cycling, each node spends most of their

time waiting with radio turned off, and wakes up occasionally

to listen from others. Therefore, in asynchronous radio duty-

cycling protocol, a sender transmits a packet repetitively till

the receiver wakes up to hear the message. However, when

a node has two or more packets in the queue with same

destination, packets can be transmitted consecutively in a burst
to save time and energy waiting for the receiver to wake up.

For this purpose, the sender sets the frame pending bit in

the MAC header to inform the receiver of burst transmission.

The receiver, upon receiving a packet with pending bit set,

stays awake to receive the successive packets. After the first

transmission, subsequent packets are sent with shorter CCA

time to further reduce delay. QBT makes use of this feature

to flush queued packets in a ‘path’ quickly, without queue

overflow (Section IV).

IV. DESIGN OF QBT

In this section, we present the design details of our proposed

Queue-size based Busy Tone (QBT) scheme.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of an example routing topology consisting of a sink (star
shape) and 5 low-power nodes (A – E) with their respective queue sizes, and
an example of a queue-size list appended to an IP packet sent by node D. By
receiving a packet sent by node D, the sink is able to collect the queue-sizes
(3,4,5) of the source and two relay nodes, as well as the path D-B-A.

A. Overview of operation

In QBT , packet queue sizes of each Zigbee node is reported

to the sink opportunistically through piggybacking in the

packets sent to the sink. Data packets can be routed to and

from the sink using any tree-based multihop LLN routing

protocol (e.g., CTP [29], RPL [30, 31]) that can provide bi-

directional routes to and from a sink to each node in a multihop

network. Given the routing tree topology information and

approximate queue sizes of each node, the sink uses multihop
busytone scheduling and priority path selection algorithms to

schedule the timing and length of the busytones as well as

the priority of each node and path in order to efficiently

flush the packets in the network under WiFi interference.

Based on this schedule, the signaler will emit high-power

busytones accordingly to protect the multihop Zigbee traffic

from WiFi transmissions. This occurs at run-time without strict

time boundaries.

B. Queue-size information piggyback

QBT has no explicit message exchange (e.g., RTS) nor

overhearing between low-power nodes and the gateway for

scheduling busytones. Explicit message exchange may allow

busytones to be perfectly synchronized with each packet

transmission in a 1-hop scenario, but incurs additional control

message overhead, and it is almost impossible to tightly

synchronize a multihop network. Instead, in QBT , each node

piggybacks its current queue-size information into packets it

transmits to the sink. Intuitively, this queue size indirectly im-

plies the congestion or interference that a node is experiencing.

Then, upon receiving queue-size information of each node, the

sink realizes which device is having trouble with transmitting

data.

To collect the most recent queue information of as many

nodes as possible in the network effectively and promptly, each

relaying node along the path also appends their current queue-

size information in the packets that they forward. By repeating

this process, a list of queue-sizes of all nodes along the path

through which the packet has traveled will be appended to

the packet as exemplified in Fig. 3. In this example, when

node D generates a packet destined for the sink, queue-sizes

of nodes D, B, and A are piggybacked at the end of the original

Packet
Type

Priority 
Node

# of 
packet 
to flush

FWD
(forwarder)

# of 
packet 
to flush

… FWD
(forwarder)

# of 
packet 
to flush

Depth of the priority node

Fig. 4. QTUP message format. Packet length depends on the depth of the
priority node. QTUP message with payload [QTUP-D-3-B-3-A-8] indicates
that the priority node is D, forwarders are B and A, and each node should
flush 3, 3, and 8 packets respectively.

packet. Using this method, the sink updates and manages

the most recent queue-sizes of all nodes in its network. This

piggybacked list also has a pleasant side-effect of providing

up-to-date routing path (and depth) information of each node

to the sink which, for example, can act as a DAO route update

message in RPL.

C. Priority path & node selection
Based on the most recent queue-sizes of nodes in its net-

work, the sink periodically checks whether there is any node

that is having problem with transmitting packets, i.e., large

queue size. If so, QBT determines that the path containing

this node needs to be protected by busytone in order to quickly

flush the queue and avoid overflow. If there are multiple such

paths, the most critical one will be selected. The path selected

by the sink is called priority path, and the head of this path is

called priority node. Specifically, priority node and path will

be selected by the sink based on the following two rules:

Rule-1: Node-based priority selection
Firstly, a node which has the potential of causing queue

overflow, if exists, will be chosen as the priority node. Given

queue-sizes of node i and its parent, Qi and Qip respectively,

queue overflow may occur if

Qi +Qip > Qmax, (1)

where Qmax is the maximum queue size limit, since node i may

send all packets in its queue before its parent. In QBT , queue

loss is prevented by having node i transmit only (Qmax −Qip )

packets to its parent under the protection of busytones. In case

there are more than two such nodes, the node with the largest

queue-size will be selected. Otherwise, when there is no node

which meets rule-1, the sink will use rule-2 to identify a path

that needs busytone protection.

Rule-2: Path-based priority selection
When a node i with depth Di has Qi packets in its queue,

those packets will required Qi × Di transmissions to reach

to the sink. There will also be additional packets queued at

intermediate nodes along that path from node i to the sink.

From this point of view, Pi, the average number of packets to

be sent per each hop along a path from node i, is used as a

metric to choose priority path. Pi is calculated by

Pi =

(
Di∑
k=1

Qk ·Dk

)
/Di, (2)

where Qk and Dk are the queue-size and depth of node k in

the path, and Di is the depth of node i. Then the path with

largest Pi above the threshold Pthresh will be the priority path.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of an example of QBT’s flush operation including busytone transmission, QTUP message delivery, and sequential burst transmissions
under the protection of a busytone period. It is based on the routing topology in Fig. 3 and QTUP message example in the caption of Fig. 4 where priority
node D and forwarders B and A are each flushing 3, 3, and 8 packets respectively.

For instance in Fig. 3, when Qmax is 8 (default setting in

ContikiRPL) and Pthresh = 3, node B will be the priority node
by rule-1 since (QB + QA) = 9 > Qmax. When we assume

Qmax = 10, rule-2 will be considered since there is no potential

queue overflow to satisfy rule-1. As the PD of the path from

D is 7.3 (> Pthresh), the largest value among 5 candidates, path

from node D to the sink will be the priority path and node D
will be the priority node. When there is no node or path that

meets rule 1 nor 2, there is no need to schedule and transmit

busytones.

D. Multihop busytone scheduling
After selecting a priority node, the sink notifies the nodes

in the priority path to flush their queues by transmitting a

Quick Transmit under Protection (QTUP) message. The QTUP

message includes the addresses of the nodes in the priority
path as well as the number of packets that each node should

transmit during this process as depicted in Fig. 4. The number

of packets that each node should transmit while flushing (NF)

should be determined as

NFi = min(Qmax −Qip , Qi,accum), (3)

to ensure that no queue overflow occurs in the path during the

flush process considering the forwarding traffic where Qi,accum

indicates the number of accumulated packet from descendants

of node i. For example with priority node D in Fig. 3, NF of

each node D, B, A should be 3, 3 and 8.
A QTUP message destined for a priority node is forwarded

through the priority path using the priority path itself as a

source route. When a node within the priority path receives

a QTUP message, it goes into FLUSH mode in which it gets

ready to flush the packets in its queue and duty-cycling is

temporarily turned off to accomplish this with minimum delay.

Then it forwards the QTUP message to the next hop node on

the priority path towards the priority node. Once the priority
node receives QTUP message, transmission will be initiated

(Section IV-E).
When the sink decides to protect the priority path, the

signaler transmits a busytone immediately. This begins just

before transmitting the QTUP message. The length of the

busytone is determined according to the total number of pack-

ets to be flushed and depth of the path. Basically, a busytone

should be long enough to protect multihop transmission of

QTUP message to the priority node, and also all the packet

transmissions while flushing the queues within the priority
path. However, since the lengths of busytones influence WiFi

performance, it should be set as accurate as possible by

estimating the end time of flushing. Time to deliver a QTUP

message can be as long as the duty-cycling interval (125 ms

for 8 Hz RDC) per hop, resulting in (depth of the priority
node)×(duty-cycle interval) in total. As nodes in FLUSH mode

stay awake, time taken to flush the queues along the priority
path can be calculated as number of packets × time to transmit
one packet where the transmission time of a (max) 127 bytes

packet with 250 kbps is ∼5 ms with some margin. Thus for

example in Fig. 3, since the depth of the priority node D is 3

and total number of packets to be transmitted in FLUSH mode

is 14 (3+3+8), busytone should be transmitted for (3×125 ms)

+ (14×5 ms) = 445 ms.

E. Flush under protection

In FLUSH mode, packet transmission will be initiated by

the priority node when it receives the QTUP message destined

for it. The priority node transmits a number of packets in

its queue immediately as indicated by the QTUP message,

and other nodes in FLUSH mode along the priority path hold

their transmissions until their child node finishes transmission.

When a node has more than one packet to transmit, those

packets are sent in a burst by setting the frame pending
bit in IEEE 802.15.4 header to 1. For the last packet in

a burst, pending indicator is set to 0, which indicates the

end of the burst and acts as an indication that the next

node (the parent) in FLUSH mode can begin its transmission.

By repeating this process, all nodes along the priority path
flushes their queue one-by-one sequentially by transmitting the

number of packets indicated by the QTUP message under the

protection of busytone. Since nodes in the FLUSH modes are

awake (duty-cycling disabled) and protected by busytone from

CTI, transmissions are likely to be quick and reliable. This

whole flush process including busytone transmission, QTUP

message delivery, and sequential burst transmissions under the

protection of a busytone period is illustrated in Fig. 5. Finally

as a fall back mechanism, when a forwarding node fails to
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Fig. 6. Received signal strength indicator (RSSI) samples at the sink on each
channel (23 – 26) when the signaler is transmitting continuous wave busytone
on channel (CH) 26 using transmit power of 20 dBm.

transmit a QTUP message to its child even after a few link-

layer retransmissions, the node turns into a priority node itself

and initiates flushing the queue.

F. Periodic busytone transmission

Collecting up-to-date queue-size information of the network

is essential in QBT . Otherwise, scheduling of busytones will

be inaccurate. However, when the network is overwhelmed

by CTI (e.g., WiFi traffic), acquiring this information is a

challenge by itself. Therefore, we need to guarantee at least

a minimum amount of packet delivery in order to gather

sufficient information from the network. To achieve this in

QBT , the signaler transmits short busytones periodically (at

a low rate) regardless of the queue-size information that the

sink collected to guarantee at least one-hop communication.

The period and length of these busytones are carefully selected

not to degrade the performance of WiFi networks.

G. Adjacent-channel interference

As there are four 5 MHz Zigbee channels overlapped with

one 20 MHz WiFi channel, ideally it should be possible to

pick any one for the signaler among the three channels not

used for Zigbee data communication. However, this is not

true in reality. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [11] requires the

transmitted spectral power to be less than -20 dB (relative, -

30 dBm absolute) at 3.5 MHz from the center frequency. This

means that, if a certain chip implementation is designed to

‘barely’ meet the minimum requirement, there is in fact quite

a lot of power leakage at the adjacent channels. Therefore,

choosing an adjacent channel for the signaler that is right next

to the data channel could be a problem especially when the

sink and the signaler are co-located in one gateway.

Fig. 6 plots the received signal strength indicator (RSSI)

samples at the sink on channels 23 – 26 when the signaler is

transmitting continuous wave busytone on channel 26 using

transmit power of 20 dBm. It can be seen from the figure

that, on channel 23 and 24, RSSI is close to the noise level.

On the other hand, RSSI is almost -60 dBm on channel

25, which is much higher than the CCA threshold of most

IEEE 802.15.4 devices. This means that, when busytones

are transmitted on channel 26, nodes on data channel 25

0                     7m

WiFi Sender

WiFi Receiver

Gateway

Gateway
Zigbee node

Zigbee nodes

Zigbee nodes

Zigbee nodes

Fig. 7. Indoor 31 node LLN testbed topology. Star shape depicts the gateway
with two radios (sink and signaler), and 30 circles represent the low-power
sensor nodes. WiFi sender is located near the center of the testbed.

will defer their transmissions upon CCA. While busytones

are intended and supposed to protect Zigbee transmissions

from WiFi transmission, this unintentional leakage may in

fact disrupt both Zigbee and WiFi transmissions. Therefore,

busytone channel must be chosen at least 10 MHz away from

the data channel. This was not considered in [4, 5].

H. Limitations of QBT

Our current design of QBT mainly targets data collection

scenario in which most of the traffic is from the LLN sensor

nodes to the sink. This is the popular scenario widely used in

most wireless sensor network applications [29, 32]. However,

if in a scenario where the majority of the traffic is in the

reverse direction from the sink to the low-power nodes, our

protocol may need some modification. We leave this as our

future work.

Piggybacking of queue-size information in data traffic is

limited by the maximum packet size, 127 bytes in IEEE

802.15.4. It may not be possible if there is no extra room

in the packets, or only partially possible if the depth of a path

is too long. However, in our past 15+ years of experience

with several real wireless sensor network applications and de-

ployments, packets are usually smaller enough than 127 bytes

to fit a few extra bytes, and most deployments are shallow

[18, 19, 32, 33]. Thus we believe that our QBT approach is

practical, and the benefits outweigh the limitations.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of QBT on an

indoor 30+1 node LLN testbed under WiFi interference.

A. Experiment setup

We configured an LLN testbed in an office environment as

depicted in Fig. 7 where a star shape represent the gateway

with two radios (a sink and a signaler) and 30 circles are the

low-power Zigbee nodes with maximum of 4-hops. The sink

and the low-power nodes each has a MSP430 microcontroller

(MCU) and an IEEE 802.15.4 compatible TI CC2420 radio

chip. For the signaler, TI CC2538+CC2592 combo chip is

used. CC2538 embeds an 8-bit MCU and an IEEE 802.15.4

radio, and CC2592 is a range extender that enables the combo
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chip to support a transmit power of up to 22 dBm. CC2538

also allows transmission of IEEE 802.15.4 PHY compatible

continuous wave, instead of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC frames, that

could be sent for tens of milliseconds. This is how we generate

the busytones.

On these hardware setup, we use ContikiOS 3.0 [34] as our

software platform. We use ContikiRPL [35], an implementa-

tion of the Internet standard IPv6 routing protocol for LLN

(RPL) [30] as our multihop routing protocol, and Contiki-

MAC [36] as the radio duty-cycling MAC protocol. The sink

controls the signaler by communicating the busytone schedule

over UART. We used 20 dBm for the signaler transmit power,

and -15 dBm for the low-power nodes and the sink. Channel

26 and 23 are used for data and busytone transmissions,

respectively.

To generate WiFi traffic as the CTI to Zigbee network,

we used D-ITG [37] WiFi traffic generator installed on two

laptops. A receiver laptop was configured as an access point

using hostapd, and WiFi channel 13 was used which overlaps

with Zigbee channels 23–26. WiFi bit rate is set to 39 Mbps.

B. Busytone’s impact on WiFi’s performance

With more frequent and longer busytones, better Zigbee

performance will be achieved while WiFi’s performance is

expected to degrade. Therefore, busytone airtime should be

restricted under a certain level in order not to disturb WiFi’s

performance.

To investigate the impact of busytone on WiFi’s perfor-

mance, we conducted experiments while deliberately increas-

ing the busytone airtime. We generated 8 Mbps WiFi data

traffic when bit rate is set to 39 Mbps, which results in

WiFi’s airtime usage of 21%. Then the signaler transmitted

periodic busytones with specified duty-cycles. For example,

periodic busytone duty-cycle of 10% means that the busytone

is transmitted for L ms, stops for 9L ms, and repeats this

periodically. We used 125, 250, and 500 ms for L. While

increasing the airtime from 5% to 50% by adjusting the idle

time, we measured the throughput of WiFi.

Intuitively, as WiFi airtime usage is only 21%, WiFi’s

throughput should be sustainable (should not decrease) even

when busytone airtime reaches 50%. This turns out to be true

in our results as shown in Fig. 8, but only when busytone

duration is sufficiently short. When busytone length is 125 ms,

WiFi throughput is maintained close to 8 Mbps even when

busytone airtime reaches 50%. However, when busytone length

of L=250 ms is used, WiFi’s throughput starts to decrease as

busytone airtime increases beyond 20%. This phenomenon is

worse with the L=500 ms busytone. When busytone airtime

is 50%, WiFi throughput converges to almost zero.

The reason for this surprising result turned out to be the

noise floor calibration of WiFi devices. WiFi periodically

calibrates the estimated noise floor of the environment, and

reflects it while performing CCA. Noise floor of normal

environment free from wireless signal is around -100 dBm.

However, when a WiFi device detects consecutive samples of

non-negligible radio energy level, it is considered as noise

and the estimated noise floor will increase to match the

signal strength of the busytone. Though details of calibration

mechanism varies depending on the chipset manufacturer,

purpose of the operation is the same. Therefore, when the

signaler transmits busytones for too long and too often such

that it is considered as background noise, WiFi device will

increase its CCA threshold and may transmit even when a

busytone is occupying the channel. In our experiments, for a

busytone longer than 250 ms, airtime of more than 20% was

the point where WiFi starts to recognize busytone as noise,

increase its noise floor estimation and thus the CCA threshold,

and collisions between WiFi and Zigbee traffic occur even with

the busytone.

To avoid this problem, we found that next busytone should

be scheduled at least after 10 times the duration of last

busytone. For example, when a busytone was transmitted for

200 ms, following busytone should be transmitted at least 2

seconds later from the start point of last busytone. We employ

this strategy in QBT . Then, as long as the sum of airtime usage

for both Zigbee and WiFi is below 100%, impact of busytone

on WiFi is minimal, and WiFi’s throughput is sustainable.

If in a case where the airtime usage of Zigbee and WiFi

combined is close to or exceeds 100%, whether to prioritize

Zigbee over WiFi, or vice versa, is up to the user of the

system. In this case, one may ask “should we protect Zigbee

in favor of WiFi while sacrificing WiFi performance?” This

will depend on the application scenario. For example, imagine

a smart factory scenario where Zigbee is used for M2M

communication in an IoT application and WiFi is used by

human employees on their laptops or smartphones. We believe

that web browsing or emails can tolerate a little delay.

C. Performance of QBT

Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) plot the PRR and duty-cycle performance

of the Zigbee network under various WiFi traffic (None,

3 Mbps, 8 Mbps) when each low-power node generates 1

data packet per 10 seconds. There are two baseline schemes;

default network without signaler (w/o QBT), and with periodic
busytone (PBT). In PBT, signaler transmits busytones periodi-

cally regardless and oblivious of network congestion nor sink

operation. Based on the observation in Section V-B, busytones

with a duration of 125 ms are transmitted with maximum
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Fig. 9. Performance of Zigbee network under low rate traffic (1 packet
generated per 10 seconds per node), with and without QBT and PBT, with
various WiFi traffic rates (None, 3 Mbps, 8 Mbps) as CTI.

airtime of 10%, not to influence WiFi stations. That is, even

if congestion level is high, we have limited the airtime of

busytone to be 10% or less.

Under no WiFi interference, packets are forwarded to the

sink without much congestion or corruption, resulting in PRR

close to 100% and average duty cycle of ∼2.5%. Since queue

size of each node remains under 2 most of the time, QBT
takes no action, and the performance with and without QBT
(and also PBT) are identical. However, the benefits of QBT
can be seen under WiFi interference. Without QBT , PRR

degrades from 100% to 86.1% even with light WiFi traffic

(3 Mbps). QBT improves this to 94.2% with help of busytones.

Overhead of transmitting QTUP messages result in only slight

increase of duty-cycle to ∼2.7%. When WiFi traffic increases

to 8 Mbps, PRR degrades significantly to 60.1% and duty-

cycle increases by almost twice. PBT does not help much since

it does not consider which node to protect nor the timing to

transmit busytone. On the other hand, by selecting the path

to be protected reflecting buffered queue sizes, QBT improves

PRR and duty-cycle performance by up to 38.2% and 46.5%,

respectively.

Similar results can be observed even when the Zigbee

network is generating high rate data, 1 packet per 2 seconds per

node, as shown in Fig. 10. With such high rate Zigbee traffic,

PRR achieved in our testbed is only around 55% even without

any WiFi interference. However under light WiFi interference,

busytone does improve PRR and duty-cycle performance of

the network by 66.4% and 24.4%, respectively. Again with

heavy WiFi traffic of 8 Mbps, PRR drops to 22.1% without

QBT , but improves by 93.1% and 19.6% in terms of PRR and

duty-cycle, respectively, with QBT . Interestingly, with high

Zigbee traffic rate under heavy WiFi interference, reserving

random time for random nodes without scheduling might be

helpful enough. This is why PRR is improved by more than

40% with PBT for WiFi 8 Mbps case in Fig. 10(a).

For the high Zigbee data rate case (Fig. 10), there are two

reasons why PRR under high WiFi interference is notably

lower than that of no interference case despite using busytone

protection. First, as we restrict maximum busytone airtime

to 10%, it is not possible to transmit another busytone right

after the last transmission even if there exist another priority

node where queue overflow is about to occur. Second reason

is the difficulty of delivering QTUP messages. As mentioned
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Fig. 10. Performance of the Zigbee network with high rate traffic (1 packet
generated per 2 second per node), with and without QBT , with various WiFi
data rates (None, 3 Mbps, 8 Mbps) as CTI.

in Section IV-D, we determine the length of busytone based

on the expected time to deliver the QTUP message and flush

the queues. However when traffic rate is high, contention

and collision among the Zigbee devices become intense such

that the QTUP message delivery and flushing the queues take

longer time than expected and protected. As a result, busytone

may terminate before flushing all the intended amount of

packets, and following data transmissions will not be protected

from interference. Simply increasing the busytone airtime can

solve this problem for Zigbee, but at the potential cost of

negatively impacting WiFi. This is why we have restricted

maximum busytone airtime to 10%.

Lastly, we explore the efficacy of QBT when interferer

locates outside the signaler’s transmission range. For this

purpose, we moved the WiFi sender to position ‘W’ in Fig. 7,

and lowered the transmit power so that WiFi sender would

only interfere with the five Zigbee nodes at the bottom part of

the testbed. One Zigbee packet is generated per 10 seconds per

node, and WiFi traffic rate of 3 Mbps is used. As the busytone

from the signaler cannot reach the WiFi sender, the signaler

is unable to force the WiFi sender to defer its transmission,

leaving the five Zigbee nodes unprotected and vulnerable.

Fig. 11 plots the PRR of all nodes, and also that of only

the five interfered nodes. Without QBT , overall PRR drops to

83.1%, and 43.8% for the five nodes. Since other nodes except

the five are free from WiFi interference, PRR degradation

occurs only at those five nodes. Furthermore, since those five

are unprotected, PRR is affected severely for those nodes.

However with QBT , overall PRR recovers to 91.9% thanks

to the improvement on those five nodes to 63.3%. This may

seem counter-intuitive since those five nodes are unprotected.

It turns out that, as nodes scheduled to flush its queue stay

awake more often, those five nodes has more opportunities to

deliver their packets successfully to the next hop.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed, implemented, and evaluated Queue-size
based Busy Tone (QBT) scheme that can protect multihop

Zigbee network from heavy WiFi traffic. We have shown that

QBT improves the performance of Zigbee network under WiFi

interference dramatically in terms of both reliability (up to

66.4%) and energy efficiency (up to 24.4%). Furthermore, we

have reported our findings on the two practical challenges in
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Fig. 11. Performance of the overall Zigbee network and 5 nodes exposed to
3 Mbps of WiFi interference, with and without QBT .

implementing the busytone idea: adjacent-channel interference

among Zigbee channels, and WiFi’s noise floor estimation for

CCA. We believe that our work can contribute to addressing

the CTI problem for building reliable low-power wireless

networks in IoT.
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